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1. Introduction and Objectives: This paper reports on the development and testing of a new scaling support method, GenderUp. As Agriculture Research for Development (AR4D) organizations and others aim to scale innovation for social transformation, practical attention must be given to gender and its intersectionality with other relevant diversity. If not, scaling initiatives risk evoking unintended consequences that exacerbate social marginalization. Scaling and gender research has demonstrated the consequences of not acknowledging or overlooking social differentiation – highlighting unintended outcomes such as loss of income, increased labor, or exacerbated community and household power dynamics (Bullock & Tegbaru, 2019; Farnworth et al., 2020). The objective of GenderUp is to provide guidance to innovation teams to address these unintended consequences.

2. Concepts and principles: Scaling: To achieve social transformation innovation in the form of (e.g.) new technologies, institutional arrangements, or management practices, must be introduced to disrupt or transform current agricultural and food landscapes (Campos, 2021; Klerx and Rose, 2020). To do this, there is increased attention given to “scaling” innovation. Scaling refers to the use of an innovation outside its original design team (Sartas et al., 2020). Scaling initiatives must engage with multiple scaling processes and partners simultaneously, and consider both the ‘up-scaling’ of novel technologies, practices and arrangements, as well as the ‘down-scaling’ of the currently dominant ones (Wigboldus et al., 2020; Schut et al., 2002). In addition, scaling initiatives must always consider the cultural context, landscape, and temporal and scale factors (Glover et al., 2019 & 2016; Petesch, et al., 2018).

In order to manage these complex challenges, several scaling support approaches and methods have been developed to assist researchers and practitioners in their scaling ambitions (Sartas et al., 2020; Jacobs et al., 2018; USAID, 2018). These tools focus on how the use of a core innovation can be made possible for a focus population within a limiting environment. While there has been an increased focus on Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI), these efforts have mostly been upstream with little attention for practical downstream scaling support and gender (RRI; Owen et al, 2012; Stilgoe et al, 2013).

-Gender and social differentiation: The ability to use and benefit from innovations differs for diverse groups and categories of people (Rietveld and van der Burg 2021; Glover 2019; Badstue et al., 2018). Thus when innovation promoters aim to scale with greater social equity, understanding how gender and other forms of social differentiation may affect the distribution of benefits and risks associated with scaling processes is critically important. Women and men’s opportunity structures, cultural roles, decision making power, and among others, social networks can be very different and influence how they interact with innovation (Polar et al., 2017; Kawarazuka and Prain 2019; Rola-Rubzen et al., 2020). However, women experience diversity differently (they are not a homogenous category of people), and it is therefore important to understand how the dimension of diversity ‘gender’ intersects and is shaped by other relevant dimensions of diversity. Some examples of relevant diversity are age, wealth, occupation, ethnicity, land tenure, and religion. Research shows that tailoring scaling initiatives to different segments in society is critically important in the context of facilitating responsible scaling (Glover et al., 2019; Sartas et al. 2020; Teeken et al. 2021).

-Anticipatory Questions: Gender responsible scaling must consider relevant diversity and social differentiation in society, and consider possible and/or likely consequences and implications of scaling for different segments of people over time. The GenderUp uses a conversational approach to ask
anticipatory questions about the likely or possible consequences of an innovation teams’ scaling initiatives and offers practical guidance on how to thoughtfully answer these questions. Relevant questions regarding responsible scaling have been identified through literature reviews on the relation between gender, social differentiation and agricultural innovation (McGuire et al. 2021, forthcoming). These questions are linked to discussions regarding how the composition of innovation packages and choices with regard to other elements of a scaling strategy may be amended to avoid negative consequences and make scaling more gender responsive.

3. GenderUp, a conversational method for gender responsible scaling: GenderUp guides a scaling team to: i) identify diversity and intersectionality among intended innovation users from a social and gender perspective; and ii) to create a scaling strategy which anticipates unintended (negative) consequences for specific social categories and allows for their adequate mitigation. It includes five distinct stages: Stage 1: Introducing GenderUp approach; Stage 2: Defining the innovation and scaling ambition; Stage 3: Exploring relevant dimensions of diversity; Stage 4: Implications of intersectionality; Stage 5: Mitigating consequences and embracing opportunities

During each stage, the scaling team engages in guided conversations that are intended to help them discover diversity relevant to the scaling of their innovation and brainstorm on how to adapt their scaling strategy to be more inclusive and at least anticipatory to unintended negative consequence for specific social categories. GenderUp encourages the innovation team to clearly document the initial scaling strategy. This serves as the baseline against which the final, more socially inclusive and gender responsible strategy is evaluated. After that, GenderUp guides the innovation team to systematically explore and analyse how gender and other dimensions of social differentiation are likely to shape the distribution of benefits and risks associated with the innovation. It then continues to help identify categories of people relevant for more intentionally gender responsible scaling activities. Finally, the tool encourages the team to re-design the scaling strategy for different key focus groups in order to prevent or mitigate negative consequences of scaling.

4. Initial Testing and Results: In the initial pilot phase, there were two questions of importance to the testing: 1. How does GenderUp drive change in the scaling strategy and what kind of change? 2. How was the individual capacity of participating project team members for gender responsible scaling affected? We used pre and post surveys, observation of scaling strategies, and discussion with innovation teams in two case studies to understand this. Each case-study involved a three half day workshop within a two-week period. The first case study was an innovation team focused on the “DryCard,” a simple tool used to determine whether agriculture products have been dried enough for long-term storage. This scaling team of entrepreneurs was producing and selling the DryCard for profit. The second case study was based at the CGIAR and was piloting a cassava “flash dryer”, a more elaborate innovation that is meant to dry large quantities of cassava relatively quickly.

We found that after the workshops, both innovation teams considered different types of users, other than standard community archetypes and specifically focused on marginalized users. Marginalized and indirect users had originally been left out of the initial scaling initiatives of both teams, risking to exacerbate inequities within the cultural landscape. When innovation teams realized this, it resulted in more gender responsible scaling strategies that incorporated mitigating activities and more user specific complimentary innovations (see attached table).

5. Analysis and Discussion: Discussions, observation of changed scaling strategies, and pre-post surveys indicate that GenderUp supports the development of more inclusive scaling strategies, through
discussion and sensitivity modules. Through more awareness and acknowledgment of differentiated experiences in access to innovations and distribution of benefits, innovation teams were able to identify vulnerable groups and unintended outcomes and develop complementary innovations and mitigating strategies towards more responsible scaling strategies. Pre and post surveys also showed greater individual awareness to how their innovation might be more sensitive to social differentiation than they previously thought.

We observe that GenderUp has eye-opening effects, but may not necessarily lead to actual implementation of adapted scaling strategies. One of the more prominent and challenging realizations for innovation teams was that their innovation, which may scale well within a certain context for certain people, may unintentionally underscore or exacerbate social inequities. This is often true as those with power and resources within a community can afford take on risk and ultimately benefit from innovation. Developing complementary innovation or mitigating activities to undo the systematic and structural inequities within the contextual landscape is daunting – and potentially not feasible within the boundaries, mandates, and available budgets that innovation teams are confronted with. Our experiences indicate that teams found it difficult to determine who should be responsible for mitigating activities. Some stakeholders may feel they are not responsible for this, such as the private sector, and socially motivated groups, such as NGOs, may not have the resources, while those with the most resources, such as policy makers, have a myriad of competing interests. Thus innovating with the intention of social transformation, instead of introducing one-off innovations, may be a more direct path to meaningful social change. This path will however need restructuration and outcome priority setting at higher level.

What we see is that GenderUp pushes boundaries in the sense that innovation teams become aware of the limitations of their current ambition and strategy, but it cannot immediately alter the logic within which such teams work. The moment that GenderUp is applied with the scaling teams trajectory therefore has a large influence on its success. GenderUp needs also to be tested from the onset, in the initial scaling phase where aspirational and desired outcomes and corresponding innovations are defined, chosen and created in order to foster more socially equitable landscapes. In addition, there is reason for broadening the scope of the conversational method. GenderUp is currently tailored to teams that already have a specific innovation that they feel is worth scaling. In future work, we want to expand the method to include agenda setting for research and innovation design. Additionally, while we have so far tested in projects that involved outside intervention and funding, more testing should be done in the field and with community-led grassroots innovation development.

6. Conclusion: GenderUp assists innovation teams in shifting their scaling strategies to be more gender responsible and inclusive. However, challenges remain in acting upon such changes and assigning resources and responsibilities. Further research should be conducted to understand the usefulness of GenderUp in the development of innovations for social equity and within grassroots organizations.

Fit for special issue: This body of work emerged from ethical innovation issues, including the distribution of benefits and unintended negative consequences of innovation in marginalized populations. While current research has focused on upstream equity issues, GenderUp uses this research to provide a novel approach to equity in scaling innovation downstream. In this paper we provide a responsible innovation literature and concept review, present the new approach, and provide empirical evidence for its usefulness in creating more gender responsible scaling strategies.
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Table 1: Shift in scaling initiatives from baseline to mitigated scaling strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements of the scaling strategy</th>
<th>DryCard baseline scaling strategy</th>
<th>DryCard mitigated scaling strategy</th>
<th>Flash Dryer baseline scaling strategy</th>
<th>Flash Dryer mitigated scaling strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development outcome</td>
<td>Improved nutrition, increased revenue</td>
<td>Equitable distribution of net increased income</td>
<td>Yield and income increase</td>
<td>Equitable access to the benefits of the flash dryer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation User</td>
<td>Farmers that produce for the market</td>
<td>Rural, low-income women who may not have decision-making power in their homes.</td>
<td>Engineers and cassava aggregators</td>
<td>Producers who are rural, low-income women who may not have high-level of cassava expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>Hermetic storage bags, glass jars</td>
<td>Plastic dry card instead of written text</td>
<td>Credit system to purchase necessary inputs</td>
<td>Increase awareness about available government subsidies for inputs; increase awareness about the distribution of improved varieties; access to credit through innovative means (contract farming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Benefits of the innovation and why it is important</td>
<td>Trainings for men and women on household dynamics, build confidence in both parties to use DryCard; Trainings in mother-tongue language</td>
<td>Engineering/technical training needed to ensure smooth running of machine/factory</td>
<td>Training when women are available and in an accessible location (in terms of care work, space, and proximity); Training focused on skills necessary to understand and implement quality standards. (E.g., don’t just teach quality standards, teach how to use moisture measurements, how to store appropriately, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Printing of training materials; Extension officers; agro-dealers</td>
<td>Use [relevant] cooperatives, who can help recruit relevant diversity</td>
<td>Virtual workshop in Oct. 2021 with general public (stakeholders/decision-makers) to discuss the cassava value chain in general to discuss how this technology can improve the VC</td>
<td>Radio ads, using existing trade and media outlets, partnering with micro-finance institutions and other NGOs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other complementary innovations</td>
<td>Bundle innovation with other dry chain technologies.</td>
<td>Decision trees for farmers; Evaluation of curriculum and success of training for women.</td>
<td>Marketing products as socially inclusive building communities</td>
<td>Women farmer-to-farmer farmer training; include quality standards certicates of completion; Subsidies for complementary inputs through govt programs; connect/partner with local NGOs that have experience working with some of the poorest households, and particularly women</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>